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priceless words and fallible memories
joseph smith as seen in the effort
to preserve his discourses
dean C jessee
speaking of joseph smith the lord told an ancient prophet
1 I will not loose his tongue that he shall speak much for I1 will not
make him mighty in speaking As if in fulfillment some who heard
joseph noted that he was not unusually talented for a speaker 2 nor
did he appear to be an educated man 3 his conversational powers
were but ordinary wrote peter burnett a non mormon missouri
lawyer you could see at a glance that his education was very limited
he was an awkward but vehement speaker in conversation he was
slow and used too many words to express his ideas and would not
generally go directly to a point 4 A converts impression on first
hearing joseph smith speak was that the prophet looked green and not
verry intelligent 955 A reporter for an eastern newspaper described
joseph as a bad speaker who appeared to be very imperfectly
educated 6 after visiting nauvoo during a summer break a student
recalled that the prophet spoke very fluently but ungrammatically
gift of a rough eloquence
uneducated man but he possessed the gifton
giftof
like an uneducatedman
and could be most persuasive when he tried 7 lorenzo snow who
joined the latter day saints in 1836 but who first saw the prophet in
hiram ohio in 1831
1831 said that the prophet would not be called a
fluent speaker 8
familys economic situation helps explain joseph
the smith familys
smiths lack of polish when speaking he wrote that indigent
circumstances had deprived him of a formal educations advantages
except for the basics of reading writing and the ground rules sic
ments this
acquirements
Arithmatic which consulted my whole literary acquire
ofarithmatic
of
arithmetic
arithmatic
lack of formal education meant that his speaking and writing skills
so much
ofthe
of the bible
developed from his environment and his study odthe
1

13
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so that his prose reflects the bibles imagery and rhythms his speech
also reveals his strong sense of mission joseph noted that he had
searched the scriptures in his youth and had been seriously imprest
with concern for the welfare of his immortal soul As he searched for
understanding and salvation he pondered in his heart the sittuation of
the world of mankind and the physical world around him his search
led him into the wilderness near his fathers home where the lord
11
opened the heavens and taught him many things pertaining to the

purposes of god 9
consequently whatever joseph smiths forensic weaknesses
there was still much in his manner and especially in his message that
attracted people A recurring theme among those who heard him was
the inspired nature and power of his message jared carter observed
that although josephs delivery was disappointing the holy ghost
spoke in him and marvelous was the displays of the power of the
spirit 10 another observer said josephs language was meek
atends
instructive and edifying there is a power and magesty
magesky that amends
his words and preaching that we never beheld in any man before 11I
others mentioned the energetic style of his speaking and the
powerful manner and impressive terms in which he exhorted
people 12 truly when he spoke light wisdom and intelligence
flowed from hig
his mouth in a way not to be heard from an uninspired
man recalled one convert sabbath after sabbath 1I heard set forth
the order of the kingdom of god in a way well calculated to gladden
the hearts of those who were seeking truth for their guide 13 and
parley P pratt a dedicated disciple said the prophets speech
1

abounded in original eloquence peculiar to himself not
not studied
not smoothed and softened by education
polished
and refined by art but flowing forth in its own native simplicity and
profusely abounding in variety of subject and manner he interested
and edified while at the same time he amused and entertained his
audience and none listened to him that were ever weary with his
discourse I1 have even known him to retain a congregation of willing
and anxious listeners for many hours together in the midst of cold or
sunshine rain or wind while they were laughing at one moment and
weeping the next 14

many others who heard joseph smith after his early religious
experiences were awed by the light and wisdom of his speech
we soon felt and knew we were listening to one that had not been
so different were all his thoughts and language
taught of men
wrote one observer 15I it was said that when joseph spoke all ears
were opened and the most profound silence was observed he
could teach gods law so plainly that on reflection one would think
had the apearance
sent
he had always new it and he
abearance of one
1
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from the heavenly worlds on some divine mishon 1611 for many of
were a refreshing
his contemporaries the prophets teachings W
departure from common pulpit fare his words were meat & drink
drink
for us for with wisdom & edification did he speak to us & made
plain the way of life & salvation & made the glories of the kingdom
lesture than before noted one of the
shine with a more briliant lusture
earliest church converts 17
brigham young said that prior to meeting joseph smith all
the priests of the day could not tell me anything correct about
heaven hell god angels or devils they were as blind as egyptian
darkness in contrast joseph took heaven figuratively speaking
and brought it down to earth and he took the earth brought it up and
opened up in plainness and simplicity the things of god and that is
the beauty of his mission 18
after listening to joseph smith for the first time wilford
woodruff wrote there was more light made manifest at that
meeting respecting the gospel and kingdom of god than 1I had ever
received from the whole sectarian world 19 on 6 april 1837
wilford heard the prophet speak for three hours clothed with the
power spirit & image of god
he presented many things of vast
importance to the minds of the elders of israel 0 that they might be
10
written upon our hearts with an iron pen to remain forever 20
three
days later he saw joseph stand before an audience like a lion of the
tribe of judah
his mind like enochs swells wide as eternity
nothing short of a god can comprehend his soul 21 years later
from time to
wilford noted my soul has been much edifyed
edified
time in hearing joseph the seer
truly god is with him & is
making him mighty in wisdom & knowledge 22
an english convert said joseph smith spoke with great
ashurance and expounded the scripture in a way
power and much assurance
my soul
that it could not be miss
missunderstood
understood for plainness
eries of the
found food as a hungary mans body that sits to the lux
luxeries
luxuries
earth 112323 the non mormon peter burnett found josephs views
were so strange and striking and his manner was so earnest and
apparently so candid that you could not help but be interested in
21 one
what he said 24
kirtland ohio resident noted both the
eagerness with which people gathered to hear the prophet and the
glorious preaching that cheered and animated them how often
while listening to the voice of the prophet have 1I wished oh that my
friends parents brothers and sisters could hear the things that 1I
25
an
heard and their hearts be made to rejoice in them as mine did 1121an
english convert confided that one lecture from the prophets mouth
well repaid him for all the troubles and privations of his journey to
america which were not a few 26
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As joseph smiths influence has spread during the century and
a half since his death interest in him has increased his teachings
eagerly sought are often read with scriptural reverence yet too
often their sources are taken at face value without determining how
clearly those sources represent his mind and personality these
windows to his life and thought reflect varying levels of proximity
to him a factor that must be dealt with in any serious study of him
indeed one of the main historiographic problems confronting
students of the prophet is understanding how to sift the source
material to reach the real joseph As noted by E H carr history
cannot be written unless the historian can achieve some kind of
21
contact with the mind of those about whom he is writing 27
fawn brodies biography of joseph smith suffers directly
because she failed to understand the nature of the sources behind his
published history there are few men
who have written so
much and told so little about themselves she wrote to search in
joseph smiths six volume autobiography for the inner springs of
1121
28 one
his character is to come away baffled 1128
reason for mrs
brodies confusion was her failure to evaluate the documents
underlying joseph smiths history 29 to use letters reports of
speeches and other sources to reconstruct a mans life is impossible
unless as ernest may has written his own contributions can be
10
winnowed from what ghostwriters
winnower
ghost writers produced for him 30
indeed all
who would seriously study the latter day saint leader must come
to grips with the complexity of the source materials in the case of
his published discourses this task requires a look at the process by
which they were originally recorded and eventually became part of
the official history of his life
several factors have impinged on the clarity with which
joseph smiths thought has filtered through written history one
factor was the difficulty of preserving everything he said because
of his prominence in introducing a new dispensation of the gospel
the esteem with which he was regarded by his people a revelation
given on the day of the churchs
churche inception commanding record
keeping and the latter day saints reputation for diligent record
keeping we might assume that clerks followed the prophet and
recorded everything he said in reality due largely to the problem
of implementing the record keeping enterprise the records do not
measure up to the stature of the life they chronicle and only a
fraction of the prophets discourses was preserved this partial
success occurred even though a major concern of the prophet after
the churchs
churche organization was setting up a history keeping
procedure that would preserve a full account of the rise of the
church and of his own experiences his struggle to meet this
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challenge is outlined by church historiography during his lifetime
nonetheless by the time joseph smith and his clerks settled on a
reasonably satisfactory solution much valuable information had
been lost 31
among the items lost is information about most of joseph
smiths discourses during the last eighteen months of his life the
prophet is known to have given 78 public addresses or an average
of a little more than one a week assuming conservatively that he
averaged 30 speeches a year during earlier years the total discourses of his public ministry 1830 44 would number about 450
available sources however identify only about 250 discourses
and his published history gives reasonably adequate summaries of
only about one fifth of these not until the last eighteen months of
his life were the prophets speeches reported with reasonable
consistency of the 52 addresses reported in some detail in his
history 35 date from that time period the remaining 17 average
about two a year between 1834 and 1842 these figures suggest that
probably not more than one in ten of joseph smiths discourses
were recorded and most of these come from the last three years of
his life 32
during its first decade the church attended to the preservation and publication primarily of the prophets revelations A
substantial number of these revelations and some of his corre
spondence
spon dence and other records from the early years outline the
doctrinal foundation of the work he established missing from the
early years however are reports of discourses that would no doubt
give added insights not only to the doctrines set forth in the
revelations but also to his views on a wide range of subjects
including his own experiences
the lack of reported speeches by joseph smith prior to 1842
illustrates the dictum no records no history without question
this lack limits our understanding of the development of his thought
for example only three accounts of josephs first vision are
reported in any detail prior to 1840 and yet among references to
unreported discourses are several dealing with the prophets early
visions for example lorenzo snow who first heard joseph speak
in 1831 wrote
his remarks were confined principally to his own experiences

especially the visitation of the angel giving a strong and powerful
testimony in regard to these marvelous manifestations he simply
bore his testimony to what the lord had manifested to him to the
dispensation of the gospel which had been committed to him and to
looked upon him and
As 1I ilooked
the authority that he possessed
listened 1I thought to myself that a man bearing such a wonderful
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could not have been deceived it seemed to me and if
he was a deceiver he was deceiving the people knowingly for when
he testified that he had had a conversation with jesus the son of god
and had talked with him personally as moses talked with god
upon mount sinai and that he had also heard the voice of the father
he was telling something that he either knew to be false or to be
positively true 33

in october 1834 edward stevenson heard joseph speak in the
old log schoolhouse in pontiac michigan the prophet stood at a
table for the pulpit where he began relating his vision and before he
got through he was in the midst of the congregation with uplifted
hand 1I do believe that there was not one person present who did not
believe at the time being or who was not convicted sic of the truth
1131
34
of his vision of an angel to him 5134
william W phelps heard joseph give an address in 1835 titled
this is my beloved son hear ye him phelps describes it as
one of the greatest sermons he ever heard lasting about three and
15
one half hours 35
later that year the prophet gave an account of
his boyhood experiences from the time he was six to the time of
the coming forth of the book of mormon this account included his
16
first vision 36
on two occasions parley P pratt heard the prophet recount his
early visions writing to church members in canada in 1836 pratt
told of an important meeting he had attended in kirtland ohio
one week before the meeting word was publicly given that br J
smith jr would give a relation of the coming forth of the records and
aleso
allso of the rise of the church and of his experience accordingly a vast
concourse assembled at an early hour every seat was crowded and
4 or 5 hundred people stood up in the aisles br smith gave the
history of these things relating many particulars of the manner of his
&c the spirit and power of god was upon him in
first fissions
vis sions ac
vissions
bearing testimony insomuch that many if not most of the
as for my self i can say that all the
congregation was in tears
reasonings in uncertainty and all the conclusions drawn from the
writings of others
however great in themselves dwindle into
insignificance when compared with living testimony when your
eyes sea and your ears hear from the living oracles of god 37

parley also heard the prophet address a large congregation in
philadelphia in 1839 in which joseph spoke in great power
bearing testimony of the visions he had seen the ministering of
angels which he had enjoyed and how he had found the plates of the
book of mormon and translated them by the gift and power of
god
the entire congregation were astounded electrified as it
were and overwhelmed with the sense of the truth and power by
which he spoke and the wonders which he related 38
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for none of the foregoing instances are there known records
of the speech it is hard to explain the paucity of records of joseph
smiths discourses during the first decade of the church on grounds
other than the slow development of a record keeping consciousness
among members and the problem of establishing a historical
enterprise in the unsettled conditions that beset the church during
those years although many who heard the prophet speak were
convinced they were in the presence of one sent from god and
feasted upon his words they left no record of what he said
those who reported hearing him frequently mentioned
nothing more than the fact of his having spoken the first recorded
minutes of an official church meeting a conference at fayette new
york on 9 june 1830 refer to an exhortation by joseph smith
but nothing else likewise the recorder of the second conference
held 26 september that same year also at fayette merely wrote
39
in 1835 william E
remarks by brother joseph smith jr 1139
Mc
mcclellin
Lellin reported hearing a three hour discourse of the prophet in
mclellin
Hunts
burgh ohio but made no reference to its content 40
huntsburgh
As late as 1844 after record keeping procedures had become
better established in the young church some speeches of the
prophet were still not recorded even when competent reporters were
present on 18 february 1844 willard richards who was keeping
the prophets diary noted only that joseph smith preached at the
temple to a large collection of people and the talented english
clerk thomas bullock who was also in attendance recorded that
joseph spoke to an immense congregation 114141 A week later
richards noted that the prophet preached at or near the temple
wilford woodruff wrote in his diary president smith preached at
the temple and thomas bullock went to the temple with his wife
and heard joseph preach on cardinal points to an immense
1141
42
Row leys report of listening to one that
congregation 1142
william rowleys
had not been taught of men is the only known reference to the
41
prophets speech of 12 november 1843 43
and two weeks before his
death the records say only that joseph made some observations
at the seventies hall in nauvoo 44 on these and other occasions
nothing more was recorded than the fact that he had spoken
at other times the topics of the prophets discourses were
reported but nothing else on 13 december 1835 warren parrish
joseph smiths secretary reported the prophet had attended a
marriage ceremony where he made some preliminary remarks
upon the subject of matrimony touching the design of the almighty
in its institution also the duties of husbands and wives towards each
41
other after singing and prayer he spoke another forty minutes 45
joseph instructed the
thatjoseph
in may 1838 george W robinson wrote that
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church in the mysteries of the kingdom of god giving them a
ac and of abrahams writings upon the
history of the planets &c
ac robinson added that later in the day the
planetary system &c
prophet spoke upon different subjects he dwelt some upon
ac 114646
the subject of wisdom & upon the word of wisdom &c
another time joseph spoke to the saints in the kirtland temple
on the topic of the gathering of the saints in the last days and the
1141
47 on
duties of the different quorums in relations thereto 1147
the
occasion of wilford woodruffs
woodruffe thirty fifth birthday the young
apostle had killed a turkey and invited his friends of the first
presidency and twelve to a feast at his home in nauvoo according
to willard richards joseph explained many important principles
in relation to progressive improvement in the scale of intelligent
1141
48
existence 1148
wilford noted that after supper the evening was
mostly spent in hearing joseph the seer converse about the
blessings of the kingdom of god much to our edification 114149 in july
1842 wilford experienced an interesting day when about six
thousand people in nauvoo were addressed by joseph the seer
much to our edification he read the 7th
ath ch of daniel and explained
about the kingdom of god set up in the last days and said
many things which were truly edifying 50 six weeks before the
prophet was killed a nauvoo newspaper reported a discourse
he gave in the upper room of his red brick store he spoke with
much talent and ability and displayed a great knowledge of the
political history of this nation of the cause of the evils under which
our nation groans and also the remedy 51 on each of these
occasions as with many others nothing more was reported than the
topic of the speech
since joseph smith almost always spoke extemporaneously
without a prepared text there are no drafts to help document his
discourses in 1843 he told an audience 1 I am not like other men
my mind is continually occupied with the business of the day and
1I have to depend entirely upon the living god for everything 1I say
52
on such occasions as these 1112
this was his common practice a
practice suggested by revelation in 1830 it shall be given thee in
the very moment what thou shalt speak and write 53 occasionally
the theme of his address suggested itself as he faced his audience
in march 1842 the prophet approached a nauvoo congregation to
deliver a discourse on the subject of baptism but as a young child
was dead & his corpes presented in the assembly he changed his
14
remarks to the topic of death and the resurrection 54
the following
year he told a gathering of saints in the temple that the subject of his
discourse had presented itself after he came to the stand 55 in the
absence of personal drafts of his speeches the study of joseph
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smiths discourses and of his ability as a speaker is dependent on the
reports of those who heard him
of approximately two dozen persons who wrote for the
prophet in an official capacity nine reported one or more of the
discourses published in his history thomas bullock william
clayton warren parrish willard richards franklin D richards
sylvester smith eliza R snow robert B thompson and wilford
woodruff 56 since none of these scribes was sufficiently skilled in
shorthand prior to joseph smiths death to record verbatim what the
prophet said the reports preserve main themes rather than a detailed
reflection of his personality and prose pitman shorthand which
provided a major breakthrough in speed and accuracy had been
developed in england in 1837 but was not mastered by anyone in the
latter day saint community in time to be of value in reporting the
prophets speeches 57
among those who reported joseph smiths addresses
willard richards and wilford woodruff deserve particular
attention reports of forty of the fifty two discourses published at
some length in joseph smiths history were produced by these two
men in terms of quantity richards made the most substantial
contribution but he arrived on the scene late he did not join the
church until december 1836 and was engaged in missionary work
in england from 1837 to 1841 richards began keeping the
prophets journal at nauvoo in december 1841 but left the next
year to get his family in massachusetts in december 1842 he was
appointed private sect & historian to the prophet the diaries
kept by richards form the basis for the prophets history during the
last two and a half years of the prophets life and account for the
18 prior
to the richards
increased detail in the latter part of that work 58
appointment there had been little continuity or consistency in
reporting joseph smiths addresses however richards tended to
take brief almost illegible notes and to leave gaps with the intention
of later filling them this practice required substantial editing and
fleshing out
wilford woodruff whose diary is one of the most substantive
historical sources on the nineteenth century church became
acquainted with joseph smith in 1834 wilford felt divinely
prompted to keep careful records a prompting which motivated his
extensive diary keeping it may be thought strange why a man of
as busy a life as 1I have lead should spend as much time as 1I have
in journalizing he reflected later in his life adding 1 I have been
inspired and required of the lord to do it 59 he was proud that
some of the most glorious gospel sermons truths & revelations
that were given from god to this people through the mouth of the
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prophets joseph brigham heber & the twelve could not be found
upon the earth on record ownly ie except in my journals 60
however missionary and other assignments that took him away
from church headquarters for extended periods prevented the
energetic diarist from reporting more than sixteen joseph smith
discourses of these nine are exclusive reports recorded by no
one else although Wil
wilforde
wilfords
fords diary shows some knowledge of
shorthand probably that of the eighteenth century englishman
samuel taylor wilford was not skilled enough to make an exact
record of a speech reflecting upon his ability later in his life
he recalled 1 I could write a sermon of josephs a week after it
was delivered almost word for word & after it was written it
was taken from
my mind this was a gift from god unto me 61
but as the sermons themselves confirm this statement should
be interpreted to mean that wilford woodruff had a gift to prenot a
serve the general content of the prophets addresses
verbatim record
in addition to the inability of clerks to report verbatim all that
joseph smith said years elapsed between the delivery and the
editing of most of the discourses when joseph smith was killed in
june 1844 the manuscript of his history had been completed to
august 1838 and by the time the saints began leaving nauvoo in
1846 the history had been compiled to march 1843 nevertheless
most of the reports of joseph smiths discourses were not
incorporated into the history until labor resumed on that work
several years after the arrival of the saints in salt lake valley the
boxes containing the contents of the historians office were not
unpacked until 7 june 1853 6 2 even then more than a year elapsed
before work recommenced on the prophets speeches
the death of willard richards in 1855 further hampered
editorial work As church historian richards had become the
guiding mind behind the compilation of the history after the death
of joseph smith but ill health and the strain of the exodus to
salt lake valley brought his death before he was able to prepare
the reports of joseph smiths speeches for the history a work that
would have included fleshing out the gaps in his own records of
the discourses
in 1855 when newly appointed church historian george A
smith assisted by wilford woodruff began work on the history he
61
where the prophets
faced complex editorial challenges 63
discourses had been reported in coherent connected prose the
editors simply copied the original reports into the history but where
the original reports were less complete the task was more
of their
complicated using procedures typical of the literary world oftheir
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day the editors inserted words phrases and sometimes even a
paragraph to smooth out or bridge gaps in the reported text of a
speech without indicating that the added material was an editorial
expansion of the original report 64
the historians office journal for 1854 to 1856 documents
the work of preparing the smith sermons for inclusion in the
history
a process that consisted of blending reports where more
than one existed fleshing out and filling gaps where reports were
incomplete and reading the final product to the president of the
church and others who may have heard the original speech wilford
woodruff noted on 16 february 1855 that he spent part of the day
at the historians office examining my journals containing
josephs sermons preparatory for publication in the church
history 116565 the following day robert campbell was copying a
sermon of josephs reported by W woodruff the day after
wilford spent most of the day making out & filling up one of
josephs sermons while george A smith and jonathan grimshaw
were up at the presidents office reading josephs sermon of
11 june 1843 66
on 29 march george A smith and thomas bullock visited
president young to read to him the finished text of a discourse the
prophet gave to the nauvoo relief society but the president
referred them to eliza R snow since she had written the original
report of the address she in turn gave them both the original
sermon in the female relief society record and one of her
own journals whereupon smith and bullock returned to the office
and worked until 10 PM the next day heber C kimball came to the
historians office heard josephs sermon read and liked it
better as revised on 8 august brigham young spent some time in
the historians office listening to the remarks of prest joseph
bocy
smith before the female relief socy
thomas bullock read
1167
67
them to him and he was much pleased with them 5167
repeatedly in the months from november 1854 to july 1856
george A smith wilford woodruff robert campbell john L
smith jonathan grimshaw leo hawkins and thomas bullock
amalgamated reports of joseph smiths speeches read them to
the president and copied them into the history george A smith
described his work on the discourses as an immense labor
requiring the deepest thought and the closest application he
emphasized that the editors took the utmost care to convey the
1161
68
ideas in the prophets style 5561
to assure the greatest accuracy they
read their work to church leaders who had heard the original
discourses in some instances and were in a position to insure the
doctrinal integrity of what was said prest B young called & staid
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a couple of hours this afternoon and heard minutes and sermons of
7th 1844 read by thomas bullock and also josephs
march ath
sermon of the loth march 1844 and sanctioned them according
to the historians office journal and george A smith was
revising sermons & minutes for history & conferring with prest
young all day 69
concern for the integrity of the editorial work is evident from
the diligence of the historian in having the finished product read to
president young in november 1855 george A smith and thomas
bullock went to see the president to read a completed joseph smith
speech but found that he was gone up to the canal terminus they
tried again the same evening but the president had just rode out
the journal adds that this was the sixth time the historian had tried
10
to read the account to the president but failed each time 70
recognizing that surviving longhand reports were the only sources
for joseph smiths speeches george A smith and his associates in
the historians office took the utmost care to report them as
completely and accurately as possible according to the standards of
their time
one aspect of the editing process that required careful
comparison and concentration was the fusing of texts where more
than one report was made of an address A prime example is the
king follett discourse delivered by joseph smith on 7 april 1844
lasting a reported two and a quarter hours the published discourse
dove tailing the reports of four persons who heard the
was derived by dovetailing
speech wilford woodruff willard richards thomas bullock and
william clayton the original reports reveal the comparative
ability of these men to record what they heard on that occasion 71
assuming joseph smith spoke approximately one hundred words
per minute on the average with no loudspeaking system to amplify
his voice he would have spoken somewhat slowly the entire
speech would have contained about 13500 words the longest of
the four reports is thomas bullocks 4500 word summary which
represents about 25 percent of the total discourse william
Clay
claytona
claytons
tons 2800 word report represents about 17 percent of the
original wilford woodruffs
woodruffe 2400 words 14 percent and willard
72
5
original
words
the
percent
about
900
of
these
richardss
ss
richards
Richard
incomplete reports bear out wilford woodruff s comment recorded
by john whitaker you can imagine how little we could get during
1171
73
an address of several hours and the notes taken in long hand 1173
when dovetailed together the four reports comprise the 6700
word version of the discourse published in the history of the
church although this version represents only about half the length
of the total speech it is no doubt an accurate representation of the
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main themes what is missing is the precise word order and sentence
structure that would most clearly reflect joseph smiths personality
and thought
in comparing the published discourses of the prophet with
original reports of what he said one finds elements of harshness
hypercriticism egotism ill humor boasting etc cropping up at the
traits that have filtered into the record
points of heaviest editing
during the reporting and editing process and that appear to be more
characteristic of the reporters and editors than of joseph smith
thus the editing process has superimposed the personality of others
over that of the prophet the following quotations for example
were added editorially to original reports of the prophets speeches
to bridge disconnected thoughts or to flesh out ideas that were
partially preserved

the only principle upon

which they joseph smiths enemies
judge me is by comparing my acts with the foolish traditions of their
fathers and nonsensical teachings of hireling priests whose object
and aim were to keep the people in ignorance for the sake of filthy
lucre or as the prophet says to feed themselves not the flock 74

the constitution

should contain a provision that every officer of
the government who should neglect or refuse to extend the
protection guaranteed in the constitution should be subject to capital
punishment and then the president of the united states would not
say your cause is just but 1II1 can do nothing for you a governor
judges say the men ought to have the
issue exterminating orders or orjudges
protection of law but it wont please the mob the men must die
anyhow to satisfy the clamor of the rabble they must be hung
eternity
or missouri be damned to all ete
mity executive writs could
be issued when they ought to be and not be made instruments of
cruelty to oppress the innocent and persecute men whose religion
71
is unpopular 75

speaking of the bible ignorant translators careless transcribers or
designing and corrupt priests have committed many errors 76

willard richardss
ss 19 april 1843 report of an address reads in
richards
Richard
part if you can get hands onto the house it will give such an
impetus to the work it will never stop till it is completed this
passage was edited to read if you can get hands onto the nauvoo
house it will give such an impetus to the work that it will take all
77
1317
1117
the devils out of hell to stop it 1177
in the case of joseph smiths 21 may 1843 speech richards
reported one segment in five words rough stone roling down
hill 78 this phrase was fleshed out by the editors to read
am like a huge rough stone rolling down from a high mountain
and the only polishing I1 get is when some comer gets rubbed off by
1I
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coming in contact with something else striking with accelerated
force against religious bigotry priestcraft lawyer craft doctor
craft lying editors subomed
suborned
sub orned judges and jurors and the authority of
suborner
perjured executives backed by mobs blaspheme rs licentious and
all hell knocking off a comer here and a
corrupt men and women
comer there thus 1I will become a smooth and polished shaft in the
quiver of the almighty who will give me dominion over all and
every one of them when their refuge of lies shall fail and their hiding
place shall be destroyed while these smooth polished stones with
which I1 come in contact become marred 79

while this version may very well reflect the imagery the prophet
used the phrasing and word choice may be later creations
richards reported a portion of joseph smiths discourse of
23 july 1843 in these words
although I1 am under the necessity of bearing the infirmities of

ac on the other hand the same characters when they
other men &c
ac all
discover a weakness in brother joseph blast his character &c
ac through him to the church he cannot be bome
that law &c
borne with
a moment
men mouth my troubles when I1 in trouble they forget it all 1I believe
principle of reciprocity
in a aprinciple
&c
if we live in a devilish world ac

after these lines were edited on

11

july 1856 for inclusion in the

history they read
notwithstanding my weaknesses I1 am under the necessity of
bearing the infirmities of others who when they get into difficulty
hang on to me tenaciously to get them out and wish me to cover their
faults on the other hand the same characters when they discover a
weakness in brother joseph endeavor to blast his reputation and
publish it to all the world and thereby aid my enemies in destroying
the saints although the law is given through me to the church 1I
cannot be bome
borne with a moment by such men they are ready to
destroy me for the least foible and publish my imaginary failings
from dan to beersheba though they are too ignorant of the things of
god which have been revealed to me to judge of my actions
motives or conduct in any correct manner whatever
they judge me is by comparing my
the only principle upon which theyjudge
acts with the foolish traditions of their fathers and nonsensical
teachings of hireling priests whose object and aim were to keep the
people in ignorance for the sake of filthy lucre or as the prophet says
to feed themselves not the flock men often come to me with their
troubles and seek my will crying oh brother joseph help me
help me but when I1 am in trouble few of them sympathize with
me or extend to me relief 1I believe in a principle of reciprocity if we
do live in a devilish and wicked world where men busy themselves
in watching for iniquity and lay snares for those who reprove in
10
the gate 80
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A reading of these extracts raises the question how accurately
could even a witness to the original speech reconstruct the missing
words of his own report more than a decade after the event studies
of memory suggest the difficulty of recalling such precise detail 81
probably the best that can be hoped for in reconstructing missing
segments is that the disconnected elements of the available reports
provided the prompts necessary to preserve the general theme
george A smith summarized his editorial work as
an immense labor requiring the deepest thought and the closest
application as there were mostly only two or three words about half
written to a sentence the greatest care has been taken to convey the
ideas in the prophets style as near as possible and in no case has the
sentiment been varied that 1I know of as 1I heard the most of his
discourses myself was on the most intimate terms with him have
retained a most vivid recollection of his teachings and was well
12
acquainted with his principles and motives 82

in the instances cited here the death of one of the prime witnesses
willard richards complicated the editorial work even further
A recent study indicates that a persons motives biases mood
etc at the time of reconstructing past events rather than proximity
to the events have a crucial impact upon the way the events are
remembered 83 since joseph smiths discourses were edited
following the trauma of his murder and the exodus of the latter day
saints from nauvoo in the wake of mob violence and frayed
feelings these events may have had at least some effect on the way
certain missing elements of the prophets speeches were
remembered however clearly the above editorial insertions reflect
the gist of joseph smiths discourses there appears to be a
postmartyrdom
post
martyrdom personality unintentionally injected by the editors
to lash back at those forces that killed their prophet and persecuted
the saints
this finding supports the conclusion that the main value of
reports of joseph smiths
smith s speeches lies in the insight they give to the
teachings and doctrines of the prophet and the early church but as
a window for observing his personality these sources are not as
informative as others that more accurately preserve his prose
in the absence of videotape and movie footage one of the best
avenues which is undistorted by clerical and editorial barriers for
studying joseph smiths personality as a speaker is the prophets
those materials produced by his own hand
holograph writings
and hence by his own mind note for example the following lines
from an 1833 joseph smith holograph letter
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0 thou disposer of all events

thou dispenser of all good in the name
of jesus christ 1I ask thee to inspire my heart indite my thoughts guide
my pen to note some kind word to these my brethren in zion that like
the rays of the sun upon the earth carmeth
warmeth the face thereof so let this
wanneth
canneth
word 1I write warm the hearts of my brethren or as the gentle rain
refresheth
sheth
descendeth
eth upon the earth or the dews upon the mountains refre
descend
causeth her to smile so give unto thy servant
the face of nature and mauseth
joseph a word that shall refresh the hearts and revive the spirits yea
souls of those afflicted ones who have been called to leave their homes
and go to a strange land not knowing what should befall them 84

elinore partridge in her important analysis of joseph smiths
holography
holo graphs has
style an analysis based upon a careful study of his holographs
provided valuable insight to the prophets personality as a
speaker 85 she identified several stylistic markers that characterize
joseph smiths prose perhaps the most prominent of these was his
tendency to use a long unbroken sentence structure composed of
interrelated thoughts with no clear stopping point connected by the
conjunctions and but for so etc another characteristic was his
tendency to use an unusually large number of demonstratives and
pronouns words such as that this those they these which who
etc that have little meaning without specific referents he used
modifying phrases separated from the parts of speech they modify
1 I have visited a grove which is just back of the town almost every
day where 1I can be secluded from the eyes of any mortal they are
called to contend with the beast of the wilderness for a long time
whose jaws are open to devour them partridge also noted josephs
whosejaws
theye
use of the demonstratives this
thisithese
these in this my lonely retreat
thisthese
know this that
these my brothers and his frequent use of a
fonn
gerund or participle in place of an infinitive or nominal form
fonn this
to the astonishing of every
led me to searching the scriptures
beholder an exception to his use of the participle rather than
peel
infinitive was his recurring use of the infinitive with the verb
feel 1 I
verbfeel
feel to exclaim
feel to humble
feel to trust
feel to thank
feel to mourn
myself
to repeat or emphasize a particular
point joseph smith used words such as exceeding ever yea it
ever full of love
ever winning
was with exceeding joy
called to give up their wives and children yea and their own lives
also
may 1I not say thou wilt yea 1I will say lord thou wilt he
also provided emphasis by repeating key words in a phrase
prepare you that you might be prepared pray in my prayers
rejoice with great joy he used certain expressions common in
the nineteenth century among the uneducated such as seeing or
beseeming
seeing that it cannot beseeing
be seeing that but what there is not one
place in me but what is filled 1 I know nothing but what you have
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por
nor for to
the lord had prepared spectacles
done the best you coulder
could
couldfor
could6r
for to read the book
finally he used above in the place of
comparatives pillar of light above the brightness of the sun at
noonday and the king james bible word forms thine and mine
thine enemies
mine anger 86
perhaps more revealing of joseph smiths personality as a
speaker than his stylistic word structure are the images he used in
his prose partridge identifies a number of these joseph used words
denoting bondage
to designate
bind bound binding bonds
emotional ties that unite people thus we are bound together in
chains as well as the cords of everlasting love binding spirit of the
gospel
bound by faith he used heart to show a binding of
thought and emotion we are of one heart and one mind
it
cheered my heart the language of my heart he used scriptural
images including the bow quiver polished shaft sword
plowshare vineyard grapes and fruit of the vine he referred to
things hidden or obscured or brought to light by use of images of
treasures buried in the ground and he frequently used natural
cloudbursts lightning thunder sun rain meteors
phenomena
snow mountains cooling streams and plowed fields 87
occasional repetitions and awkward constructions in joseph
smiths prose further reflect his lack of skill in the formalities of
language and support the statements about his being uneducated 1 I
want you to take the best care of the family you can which 1I believe
you will do all you can he spoke of things 1I cannot is not prudent
for me to write Y88 with little formal education he wrote in a style
that was often colloquial and conversational with no prepared text
he delivered speeches that were much the same
that were
extended conversations hence there is reason to believe that his
speaking closely resembled his writing
in his prose one senses the tremendous importance joseph
smith placed on the message he had to impart to mankind and the
limitations he felt from having to deliver that message through a
language delivery system in which he was not perfectly prepared
when chided on one occasion for allowing revelations to be
published with grammatical imperfections he responded that he
was more concerned with the message than with the details of
spelling and grammar 89 his discomfort with the language can be
1 I hope
seen from apologetic statements in his personal writings
my inability in conveying my ideas in
you will excuse
90
and his lamentation 0 lord god deliver us in thy
writing90
writing
due time from the little narrow prison almost as it were total
darkness of paper pen and ink and a crooked broken scattered and
imperfect language 91 the narrowness of the language prison that
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confronted him is hinted in his effort to describe the transcendent
experience of his early visions when he referred to a pillar of
fire which he changed to light
above the brightness of the
sun at noon day that descended gracefully which he changed to
gradually until it fell upon him he spoke of personages whose
brightness and glory defy all description and of seeing a heavenly
like lightning who wore clothing
ilke
being whose countenance was
wadlike
wa
waslike
silke
slike
beyond anything earthly and whose
of exquisite whiteness
whole being was glorious beyond description
yet despite joseph smiths limitations in institutional learning
and his feelings of inadequacy literary specialist arthur henry
king has given joseph high marks in his craftsmanship in the
english language As a talented stylist king who spent most of his
disinclined
ilfe being dis
life
lifebeing
inclined to be impressed by the things he read was
deeply impressed when he first read joseph smiths story he
described josephs account of the first vision in the beginning
pages of his history as beautiful well balanced prose and he
compared the prophet with samuel taylor coleridge perhaps the
best english prose writer of that time king noted that with joseph
having had almost no formal schooling the outstanding thing about
the prophet is what he did with what he got he translated the book
of mormon wrote the doctrine and covenants under inspiration
and accomplished other tasks which show the extent of his genius
the fact that he was inspired by the lord does not diminish his
achievements king suggested that the contrast between joseph
smiths limited education and the inspiration of his translation can
best be seen by reading in the 1830 edition of the book of mormon
it brings joseph smith home to us in a very different way from the
verse divided modem punctuated spelling corrected editions 92
although we cannot hear joseph smiths voice partridge
partridgess
study of his holograph writings identifies five distinguishing
features of his style that help us picture him as a speaker features
he shared with some of the finest users of the english language
1 his use of biblical word forms and examples
2 his ability to
create visual descriptions which allowed his audience to picture
3 his keen narrative sense 4 his
what he was talking about
5 the tremendous
familiar rather than formal speaking style and athe
5the
sense of joy and vitality that permeated his prose this quality
in contrast to the dark visions of calvinism
impressed her the most 661n
and the dry rational theology of unitarianism of his time his
language emphasizes the wonder of existence and the love of
humanity 93
part of the problem of obtaining an accurate historical
understanding of joseph smith has been the difficulty to use
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catherine D bowens phrase of returning to that foreign country
the past 94 tracking him through a vast thicket where the footprints
of other men are interlaced with his no observer can see
joseph smiths personality or innermost feelings in what others
wrote for him yet much of the source material bearing his signature
was written by other people students of the prophet who try to
analyze his mind and personality on the basis of given documents
without distinguishing between his thoughts and those of others
will end up with a monstrosity made up of joseph smith and
numerous other individuals
to paraphrase ernest R may in the complicated world of
historical sources conscientious writers have had difficulty getting
hold of the protoplasm that would bring joseph smith to life 95 like
the bones concealed in the wrappings of an ancient mummy the
sharp outlines of the prophet lie hidden beneath the personalities of
clerks editors and ghostwriters none of those who recorded
joseph smiths speeches realized that their efforts to preserve what
he said would partially obscure the very greatness and individuality
they sought to make immortal and yet because they recorded what
they did while laboring under disruptive social conditions and while
using literary and editorial rules different from our own we do have
an important body of documents related to joseph smith and for
that they deserve our everlasting gratitude using that work
intelligently requires a studious effort to understand its nature and
fully appreciate its content
a challenge facing all who seek to
probe the mind and personality of joseph smith
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